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Abstract and Gopalakrishnan [4], is to use the Bayesian Informa-

This paper considers the segmentation and cluster- tion Criterion (BIC) to detect change points. This method
ing of conversational speech for the two-wire training is based on modeling the audio stream as a Gaussian pro-
(3eonv2w) and two-wire testing (lconv2w) conditions cess and using a maximum likelihood approach to detect

of the NIST 2005 Speaker Recognition Evaluation. A potential changes. There have been numerous adapta-
notable feature of the system described is that each file tions of the BIC procedure, including the DISTBIC pro-isolabeled far con g ethe r oppoemdescrite- or shameendhler cedure of [2] and the modified BIC procedure of [5] thatis labeled as containing either opposite- or same-gender removes the necessity for having to choose the threshold
are clustered by gender, while those for same-gender files in the penalty term. In [6,7], gender and channel detec-
are processed by agglomerative clustering. By using gen- tion have been used in the first stages of segmentation forder information in the clustering of the opposite-gender speaker diarization of news broadcasts.
files, the equal error rate in the 3conv2w training condi- Clustering can be defined as grouping homogeneoustion was reduced from 15.2% to 9.9%. For the lconv2w speech segments. A common approach to accomplishtesting condition, clustering opposite-gender files by gen- this is to model each speech segment as either a singleder did not improve performance over agglomerative Gaussian [4] or as a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)clustering; however, it was over 100 times faster than ag- [8,9] and to use hierarchical agglomerative clustering toglomerative clustering on the opposite-gender files, combine the segments. If the number of data classes andspeakers is known, then the clustering procedure can be

terminated when the number of clusters reaches a prede-1. Introduction fndlmt
fined limit.

Segmentation and clustering of speech into homoge- In this paper, we describe the speaker segmentation
neous segments is desirable for a variety of speech and and clustering system that we submitted for the two-wire
speaker recognition applications. For example, in ap- training and testing conditions of the NIST 2005 SRE. A
plications such as broadcast news or meeting transcrip- notable feature of the system is that each file is labeled
tion, improved speech recognition rates can be obtained as containing either opposite- or same-gender speakers.
by first segmenting an audio recording into homogeneous The speech segments for opposite-gender files are clus-
segments based on gender and channel and then using tered by gender, while those for same-gender files are
gender- and channel-dependent models in the decoding processed by agglomerative clustering. We show that us-
procedure [1,2]. In addition, it is useful to be able to re- ing gender information in the clustering of the opposite-
trieve indexed broadcast news or meeting segments based gender files improves the performance in the two-wire
on speaker identity [2]. In this paper, we consider the training condition, while no improvement was seen on
problem of speaker segmentation and clustering in the the two-wire testing condition. However, clustering by
context of the annual NIST Speaker Recognition Eval- gender was still useful in the two-wire testing condition
uation (SRE) [3]. Specifically, we consider the two-wire as it was over 100 times faster than using agglomerative
training and testing conditions, in which both sides of the clustering on the opposite-gender files.
conversation are summed to give a single-channel file. In addition to describing the submitted system and

For the purposes of this paper, segmentation is de- showing its performance, we show the results of two ex-
fined as finding the time marks in an audio recording periments conducted after the official evaluation. The
where there is a change in speaker identity. One of the first experiment examined the utility of adding a speaker
simplest methods for accomplishing this is to declare a change detector (SCD) based on the modified BIC of [5],
change wherever there is a speech/non-speech bound- while the second experiment examined the utility of us-
ary [2]. A more sophisticated method, proposed by Chen ing a different metric to determine which segments to

Opinions, interpretations, conclusions, and recommendations are cluster-namely, the likelihood ratio (LR) used in [8,9].
those of the authors and are not necessarily endorsed by the United This paper is organized as follows. The next section
States Air Force. discusses the NIST SRE two-wire training and testing
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conditions. Section 3 discusses the system components if one had a perfect segmentation and clustering system,
used to perform the segmentation and clustering. Sec- but it is not an exact bound. Likewise, for the Iconv2w

tion 4 shows the performance of the system on the NIST and I conv4w testing conditions.
2005 two-wire training and testing conditions, while Sec- The data files contained calls from both cellular and
tion 5 shows the results of the two post-evaluation exper- land-line handsets. Most conversations were in English,
iments. Section 6 presents the conclusions, but there were some conversations in Arabic, Mandarin,

Russian, and Spanish.

2. The NIST 2005 SRE

The NIST 2005 SRE consisted of 20 distinct tasks, which 3. System Description

involved various combinations of training and testing This section describes the various components of the sys-
conditions [3]. The various conditions were generally tern. An overview of the system is as follows. The first
delineated based on the amount of data provided and on step of the system is to segment each file into speech
whether the data files were four-wire or two-wire files, and non-speech regions with a speech activity detector
The four-wire files consisted of both sides of telephone (SAD). The second step uses a gender detector to label
conversations, where each side was on a separate channel the gender of each speech segment in each file. The third
and the channel of interest was designated. The two-wire step is to determine if each file contains same-gender
files consisted of a single channel containing the sample- speakers or opposite-gender speakers. If a file contains
by-sample sum of the two conversation sides. Thus, two- opposite-gender speakers, it is clustered by the gender
wire files needed to be segmented and clustered. For the labels of the speech segments. If a file contains same-

purposes of this paper, only a subset of the various train- gender speakers, it is clustered by an agglomerative clus-
ing and testing conditions is considered, and for these tering method. For the 3conv2w training condition, the
conditions, each file was of approximately five minutes clusters are used in building speaker models. For the
in duration. 1 conv2w testing condition, the clusters are each scored

The training conditions considered are designated against the target models, and the maximum score is
as "lconv4w," "3conv4w," and "3conv2w." For the taken as the score of the test file.
I conv4w training condition, each speaker model was The next subsection describes the data used for de-
to be built using a single four-wire (two-channel) file, veloping several components of the system, and Sub-
with the target speaker channel designated. For the section 3.2 describes the SAD. Subsection 3.3 describes
3conv4w training condition, each speaker model was to the gender-based segmentation and clustering procedure,
be built from three four-wire files, each involving the tar- while Subsection 3.4 describes the agglomerative clus-
get speaker on their designated sides. For the 3conv2w tering procedure. Finally, Subsection 3.5 describes the
training condition, each speaker model was to be built process foi" building speaker models.
from three two-wire (single channel) files, where each
file contained a conversation between the target speaker 3.1. Development Data
and another speaker. The target speaker was the same
across all three files, while the non-target speakers were A number of components of the system were built us-

all distinct. Note that in all of the training conditions, the ing the same development data-namely, the SAD, the

gender of the target speaker was known. gender detector, the background model, and the chan-

The testing conditions considered are designated as nel/gender models used in feature mapping [10]. This

"lconv4w" and "lconv2w." The lconv4w testing con- development data consisted of approximately 16 hours of

dition consisted of individual test files similar to those speech and 13 hours of non-speech. Data were selected

in the 1conv4w training condition. The 1conv2w testing from the OGI National Cellular database1 (for analog eel-

condition consisted of individual two-wire files, and the lular data) and from the NIST 2001-2003 SREs (for land-

task was to determine if the target speaker was one of the line electret, land-line carbon button, and digital cellular

speakers in the file. data). The data were balanced by gender and channel,

We designate a particular task by its training desig- and the audio files consisted of only English speech.

nator followed by its testing designator. Thus, 3conv2w- Some system parameters were tuned using the data

I conv4w would denote the 3conv2w training condition from the two-wire tasks of the NIST 2004 SRE.

with the I conv4w testing condition.
It is important to note that, while the 3conv2w train- 3.2. Speech Activity Detection

ing condition is the two-wire analog of the 3conv4w The SAD worked in three stages. The first stage utilized
training condition, there is not an exact one-for-one cor- a two-state speech/non-speech Hidden Markov Model
respondence between the models in the two conditions. (HMM) to define the initial speech/non-speech bound-
Thus, the 3conv4w-lconv4w task gives an idea of what
the performance might be for the 3conv2w-1conv4w task 'See: http://cslu.cse.ogi.edulcorporalcorpCurrent.himl



S ... 3.3. Gender-Based Segmentation and Clustering

O-Z The first step of this procedure was to label each
speech segment from the SAD as either male or fe-
male using an MFCC/GMM-based gender detector. A
gender-independent GMM was built using the MIT-LL
MFCC/GMM system with the data described in Sub-

•2 l section 3.1; this GMM used 2048 mixtures and diago-
nal covariance matrices. Next, male and female GMMs
were built by adapting the mixture means of the gender-
independent GMM using MAP adaptation. The fea-
ture set used was the same as in Subsection 3.2, except
that RASTA filtering [14] was applied to compensate for
channel effects. Each speech segment was scored using
the male and female GN4Ms. For the files used in the

,sp,,t" ,,,,•, I conv2w testing condition, the gender label for each seg-
ment was assigned based on which gender model scored

Figure 1: Histogram of speech segment lengths after higher for the segment.
speech activity detection computed over the 3conv2w For the files used in the 3conv2w training condition,
training files of the NIST 2005 evaluation, the gender of the target speaker was known, and this fact

was used to bias the gender decision for each segment. If
the target speaker was male, then for a speech segment to

aries. The HMM was trained with HTK 2 using 64 mix- be classified as female, it had to score better against the
tures per state and diagonal covariance matrices. The female model than it scored against the male model by
feature set consisted of 19 mel-frequency cepstral coef- at least a threshold. A similar procedure was used when
ficients (MFCCs) bandlimited to 300-3138 Hz with the the target speaker was female. The threshold values were
011 coefficient removed. Deltas of the features were in- determined using the NIST 2004 SRE data and found to
cluded, but no channel compensation was applied. The be language-specific, ranging from 0.01 for Arabic files
HMM was built using the development data mentioned to 0.12 for Mandarin files.
in the previous section, where the "truth" labels for the Once the speech segments for a file were labeled by
speech and non-speech segments used in training the gender, the file was determined to be either from same-
HMM came from the start and end times of the words or opposite-gender speakers. This was done based on the
output by the SONIC speech recognition system j11, 12]. number of frames labeled as each gender. If less than

The second stage refined the I-TMM output by apply- N percent of the total speech frames were classified as
ing an energy-based detector-namely, the xtalk program the same gender, then the file was classified as containing
from version 2.1 of the MIT Lincoln Laboratory (MIT- opposite-gender speakers; otherwise, it was classified as
LL) MFCC/GMM speaker recognition system [13]. An containing same-gender speakers. The value of N was
energy threshold was estimated from the ten non-speech also language-dependent and determined from the NIST
segments output from the HMM classifier with the high- 2004 SRE data, ranging from 0.90 for Arabic to 0.94 for
est likelihood. The average energy of these segments was Mandarin and Russian.
used as the threshold. Table 1 shows the actual and estimated percentages

The final stage post-processed the output by reclassi- of the number of opposite-gender files per model in the
fying as non-speech any segments labeled as speech that NIST 2004 3conv training condition (the 2004 analog
were less than 20 msec in duration. This stage helped to of the 2005 3conv2w training condition), while Table 2
remove spurious noise segments. shows the actual and estimated percentages of the num-

Figure 1 shows a histogram of the resulting speech ber of opposite-gender files per model in the NIST 2005
segment lengths after the SAD was applied to the files 3conv2w training condition. One can see that the pro-
used in the NIST 2005 3conv2w training condition. One cedure for determining if a file was of same or opposite
can see that the speech segments tended to be rather short genders performed reasonably well. It is interesting to
with 64.3% of the segments having a length of 0-1 see, note that the 2005 3conv2w training condition only had
23.9% of the segments having a length of 1-2 sec, and 20.4% of the models being built using files containing
7.6% of the segments having a length of 2-3 sec. These only same-gender speakers; thus, there was considerable
short segments helped to obviate the need for speaker potential for using gender-based segmentation and clus-
change detection, as is shown in Section 5.1. tering in the 2005 SRE.

It is important to note that even if a file was mis-
2

Available at: http://htk.eng.caam.ac.uk/ classified as to its status as having same- or opposite-



Number of Opposite- Actual Estimated jipeeci iegments

Gender Files/Model Percentage Percentage
0 39.4 31.4
1 22.1 21.6 Model Training

2 17.7 24.5
3 20.8 22.5

Table 1: Actual and estimated percentages for the num- Segment Scoring

ber of opposite-gender files per model in the NIST 2004
3conv training condition.

Merge Highest

Number of Opposite- Actual Estimated Scoring Segments

Gender Files/Model Percentage Percentage
0 20.4 19.1
1 37.0 32.2 3 r

2 305 33.6
3 12.1 15.1

YES
Table 2: Actual and estimated percentages for the num- Done
ber of opposite-gender files per model in the NIST 2005 Done
3conv2w training condition. Figure 2: Block diagram of the agglomerative clustering

algorithm.

gender speakers, it does not mean that the file was not
well segmented and clustered. If both speakers were of mated by averaging the weights of the two models. This
the same gender, it is entirely possible that one speaker process was repeated until there were three remaining
scored higher against the female GMM while the other segments. The final number of segments was chosen as

scored higher against the male GMM. On the other hand, three to account for speech segments that contain multi-
if the speakers were of opposite gender and the file pie speakers due to a missed speaker change point or seg-
were mis-classified as having same-gender speakers, the ments not containing actual speech due to errors by the
speech segments may still have been properly segmented SAD. Presumably, there would be one cluster for each of
and clustered using the agglomerative clustering proce- the two speakers and a third "garbage" cluster. In prior
dure of the next subsection. work on the two-wire conditions of the NIST 2002 SRE,

we found no performance difference between stopping at
3.4. Agglomerative Clustering two clusters and stopping at three clusters.

The procedure used to cluster similar speech segments is
illustrated in Figure 2. The first step in the clustering al-
gorithm was the initialization of the models used to repre- For the 3conv2w training condition, an additional step
sent each segment. This was accomplished by first train- needed to be performed once each file had been seg-
ing a GMM using all of the speech segments in a file, and mented and clustered-namely, to determine which clus-
then using MAP adaptation to adapt the weights of this ters from the three training files for a target speaker to
model to fit the characteristics of each segment [8, 13], include in the final set of clusters used to build the model.
thus creating a separate model for each speech segment. This procedure varied, depending on how the various files
The GMMs each consisted of 64 mixtures and used diag- were clustered.
onal covariance matrices. The feature set was the same If none of the three files for a target speaker were seg-
as that discussed in Section 3.2, except that the MFCCs mented and clustered by gender, then the procedure was
were bandlimited to 200-2860 Hz. This bandwidth for as follows. After agglomerative clustering, there were a
the MFCCs was found to perform better in our agglom- total of nine clusters with three from each conversation.
erative clustering experiments done use data from past The agglomerative clustering algorithm was used to find
NIST SREs. three final clusters across the three training files repre-

Next, the feature vectors for each of the speech seg- senting the conmuon speaker, with the restriction that only
ments were scored against all of the models for the other one cluster from each file could be used.
segments. The highest scoring pair of segments were If at least one of the files was segmented and clus-
clustered together. The feature vectors of the clustered tered by gender, then the procedure for clustering across
segments were concatenated and a new model was esti- the three files was as follows. First, for each file seg-



mented and clustered by gender, the top 90% of the seg- NIST 2005SPEAKeR RECOGNITION RESULTS

ments were taken in which the given target speaker gen-
der scored highest. (Only the top 90% of the segments
were used to help compensate for possible segmentation
and gender classification errors.) The simplest training
task was when all three speech files were of opposite 20

gender. The target speaker clusters were extracted from
each file independently based on gender and all of the ;F 10

extracted speech frames were pooled to train a speaker
model. In the situation where one or two of the train- 5

ing files was/were classified as opposite-gender, the target
speaker clusters were extracted from the opposite-gender 2 -

files and used to train an initial seed model. The agglom-
erative clustering algorithm was then used across all of

the same-gender training files, with the restriction that the 05-

seed model was always one of the merged models.
Version 2.1 of the MIT-LL MFCC/GMM system [13] 01 3onvzcýv4wWITHCENDER-aASEDSEGMENTATON

was used to perform the model training and the test- - 3con0"0-0 04wWITHOUT GENDER-BASED SEGMENTATION

ing for all experiments. The feature set consisted of 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 2 5 10 20 40

19 MFCCs computed every 10 msec and bandlimited FalseAlaomprobublity(n%)

to 300-3138 Hz with the 0 1h coefficient removed and
deltas of the features included. RASTA filtering [14], Figure 3: Performance of the MFCC/GMM system on
feature mapping [10], and mean and variance normaliza- (1) the 3conv2w-lconv4w task with and without gender-
tion were applied for channel compensation. The back- based segmentation and clustering and (2) the 3conv4w-
ground model and the channel/gender models used in fea- I conv4w task.
ture mapping used 2048 mixtures and diagonal covari-
ance matrices and were built using the data described out gender-based segmentation and clustering and (2) the
in section 3.1. Gender-dependent T-norm [15] was ap- I conv4w- I conv4w task. On the lconv4w- lconv2w task,
plied in all experiments using 120 models for each gen- the system yields an EER of 11.7% with gender-based
der, where each model was trained with approximately segmentation and clustering and an EER of 11.2% with-
two minutes of speech gathered from the NIST 2001- out gender-based segmentation and clustering. The per-
2003 SREs. In building target and T-norm models, only formance of both clustering systems on the l conv2w task
the mixture means were adapted from those of the back- again lags that of the baseline system on the 1conv4w
ground model using MAP adaptation [13]. task, which yields an EER of 10.3%.

For the lconv4w and 3conv4w training conditions, all Figure 5 shows the system performance over all pos-
frames labeled as speech by the SAD were used to build sible combinations of the 3conv4w and 3conv2w training
target models with the MFCC/GMM procedure just de- conditions with the l conv4w and lconv2w testing condi-
scribed. tions, where the system used gender-based segmentation

and clustering for the two-wire conditions. It is interest-
4. System Performance ing to note that there is little difference in performance

for the 3conv2w- I conv4w and 3conv4w- I conv2w tasks.
This section shows the performance of the segmenta-
tion and clustering system for some of the NIST 2005
two-wire tasks. Figure 3 shows the performance of the
MFCC/GMM system on (1) the 3conv2w-lconv4w task This section describes results of two experiments that
with and without gender-based segmentation and cluster- were conducted after the official 2005 evaluation. The
ing and (2) the 3conv4w-Iconv4w task. On the 3conv2w- first experiment evaluated the utility of adding speaker
1 conv4w task, the system yields an equal error rate (EER) change detection based on the BIC technique of [5]; this
of 9.9% with gender-based segmentation and clustering experiment is discussed in Subsection 5.1. The second
and an EER of 15.2% without gender-based segmenta- experiment evaluated the utility of changing the metric
tion and clustering. The performance of both clustering used in the clustering procedure from one based on scor-
systems on the 3conv2w task lags that of the baseline sys- ing each segment against every other segment's model
tem on the 3conv4w task, which yields an EER of 7.1%. and clustering based on the highest score to one based on

the LR described in [8]; this experiment is discussed in
Figure 4 shows the performance of the MFCC/GMM Subsection 5.2. Finally, Subsection 5.3 looks at the com-

system on (1) the lconv4w-lconv2w task with and with- putational burden of the clustering techniques.
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Figure 4: Performance of the MFCC/GMM system on Figure 5: MFCC/GMM system performance over
(1) the Iconv4w-lconv2w task with and without gender- the 3conv4w and 3conv2w training and lconv4w and
based segmentation and clustering and (2) the lconv4w- I conv2w testing conditions.
I conv4w task.

modeled as single Gaussian densities in the standard BIC.
5.1. Effect of BIC-Based Speaker Change Detection Now, let dt = - Lo. If dr is a local maxima greater

The modified BIC procedure of [5] is as follows. Con- than zero, declare t to be a speaker change point.

sider a segment, Z, with a point, t, splitting the segment This BIC-based speaker change detector (SGD) was

into two adjacent segments. Let X denote the portion of investigated for further refining the segments output by

Z up to time t, and let Nx denote the number of feature the SAD. Figure 6 shows the effect on the system detec-

vectors in X. Let Y denote the portion of Z after time tion performance of using this SCD. One can see that the

t, and let Ny denote the number of feature vectors in Y. BIC-based SCD degrades the performance regardless of

Under the null hypothesis, H0 , that t does not constitute a whether the gender-based segmentation is used. Given

speaker change point, model Z as a GMM with two mix- that 88.2% of the speech segments output by the speech

tures, and calculate the parameters, 0 z, of this GMM with activity detector are no longer than two seconds in dura-

the expectation-maximization algorithm. The log likeli- tion, it would appear that there is no benefit to be gained

hood of Z under H0 is by using the BIC-based SCD with the current segmenta-
tion and clustering system.

Nx Ny

Lo = 3 log p(xilOz) + > log p(WylOz). 5.2. Effect of Likelihood Ratio Clustering
i=1 i=1

To determine which segments to cluster in the agglomer-
Let H 1 denote the hypothesis that t is a speaker change ative clustering procedure, the submitted system scored
point. In this case, model the data in X with a single segments against models built for all of the other seg-
Gaussian density having parameters Ox, and model the ments and clustered the segments with the highest scor-
data in Y as a single Gaussian density having parameters ing pair of data and model, we refer to this procedure
Oy. Then the log likelihood under H, is as score-based clustering. This experiment examined the

use of the LR of [8] for determining which segments to
.L N =x p(x'JOx) + logpy'lOy), cluster. Consider two segments of feature vectors, X

and Y, and the union of the feature vectors from these

two segments, Z. Let L(XJOx) be the likelihood of X,
The difference between this model and that of the stan- where Ox denotes the maximum likelihood estimate for
dard BIC is that, under H 0, Z is modeled here using the the parameters of a GMM trained with the vectors in
GMM with two mixtures, and X and Y are modeled as X. Define L(Y10y) and L(Z1 -) similarly. The like-
single Gaussian densities, whereas X, Y, and Z are all lihood that segments X and Y were generated by differ-
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Figure 6: Performance of the segmentation and clustering Figure 7: Perfornance of the segmentation and clustering
system on the 3conv2w-lconv4w task (1) with gender- system on the 3conv2w-lconv4w task using (1) score-
based segmentation (GBS), but without the SCD (de- based clustering with gender-based segmentation (GBS),
noted "WITH GBS"); (2) with GBS and the SCD (de- (2) LR clustering with GBS, (3) score-based clustering
noted "WITH GBS AND BIC SCD"); (3) without both without GBS, and (4) LR clustering without GBS.
GBS and the SCD (denoted "WITHOUT GBS"); and (4)
without GBS, but with the SCD (denoted "WITHOUT
GBS BUT WITH BIC SCD"). method took 4815 minutes. Thus, the gender-based clus-

tering was 135 times faster than the score-based cluster-
ing and 114 times faster than the LR clustering.

ent speakers is L1 = L(XjOx)L(YjOy). The likelihood
that the segments were generated by the same speaker is
Lo = L(ZIOz). Define the LR as A = Lo/L 1 . For each 6. Discussion and Conclusions
pass of the agglomnerative clustering system, combine the In this paper, we presented a segmentation and clustering
two segments with the highest LR. algorithm for the two-wire conditions of the NIST 2005

Figure 7 shows the effect on the system performance SRE. Incorporating gender information in the segmenta-
of using the LR as the metric for determining which seg- tion and clustering yielded a significant improvement in
ments to cluster at each stage. The LR clustering method the performance of our system for the 3conv2w- 1 conv4w
performs better than the original GMM scoring-based task, reducing the EER from 15.2% to 9.9%. The base-
metric when no gender-based segmentation is used. Us- line MFCC/GMM system yielded an EER of 7.1% on the
ing gender-based segmentation improves the system per- 3conv4w-lconv4w task (which does not require segmen-
formance for both metrics and yields slightly better per- tation and clustering), indicating that additional improve-
formance when coupled with the GMM scoring-based ment in segmentation and clustering performance is still
metric than it does with the likelihood ratio metric, al- desirable. For the 1 conv4w- 1 conv2w task, including gen-
though the difference between the two is slight. der information was found to have an insignificant effect

on the system performance, but it still provided a signifi-
5.3. Computational Burden cant reduction in the computational burden by over a fac-
To partially investigate the computational burden of the tor of 100.

gender-based segmentation and clustering versus that of Additional research is still needed to determine why
the agglomerative clustering using both the score-based the gender-based segmentation and clustering did not im-
metric as well as the LR, 100 opposite-gender files from prove the performance for the lconv4w-lconv2w task,
the 2005 SRE were processed using the three clustering whereas it did improve the performance for the 3conv2w-
methods. The gender-based segmentation and clustering l conv4w task. One possibility is that the performance
took 42 minutes to process the files, the score-based clus- difference may be linked to the biasing of the gender de-
tering method took 5688 minutes, and the LR clustering tector scores toward the known target speaker gender for



the 3conv2w-lconv4w task, whereas the gender detector DARPA Broadcast News Transcription and Under-
scores were not biased in the lconv4w-lconv2w task due standing Workshop, (Lansdowne VA), Feb. 1998.
to the rules of the evaluation.3 The underlying gender
detector performance may need to be improved without [5] J. Ajmera, I. McCowan, and H. Bourlard, "Robust
the need for biasing the scores in order for additional im- speaker change detection," 1EEE Signal Processingprovement to be obtained in the lconv4w-lconv2w task. Letters, vol. 11, no. 8, pp. 649-651, August 2004.

The post-evaluation experiments yielded some inter- [6] S. Meignier, D. Morani, C. Fredouille, L. Be-
esting results. The incorporation of the SCD based on sacier, and J.-F. Bonastre, "Benefits of prior acous-
the modified BIC of [5] degraded the performance of tic segmentation for automatic speaker segmenta-
the system for the 3conv2w- I conv4w task, regardless of tion," in Proceedings of the International Confer-
whether gender-based segmentation and clustering was ence on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing,
used or not. The initial speech segments generated by (Montreal, Quebec, Canada), May 2004.
the SAD are already short, and the SCD only served tobreak some of them up into yet smaller segments. These [7] D. Istrate, N. Scheffer, C. Fredouille, and J.-F.
brealke sement of th e ad up to aditinallerrrse en. Thender Bonastre, "Broadcast news speaker tracking for ES-
smaller segments can lead to additional errors in gender TER 2005 campaign." in Proc. of INTERSPEECH,
detection and in agglomerative clustering. It would ap-
pear that these additional errors outweigh any potential (Lisbon, Portugal), September 2005.
errors caused by missing a speaker change point. [8] L. Wilcox, F. Chen, D. Kimber, and V. Balasub-

The second post-evaluation experiment showed that ramanian, "Segmentation of speech using speaker
the use of the LR metric of [8] in the agglomerative clus- identification," Proceedings of the International
tering improved the performance of the system on the ConJerence on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal
3conv2w-lconv4w task compared to the original score- Processing, (Adelaide, South Australia), vol. 1.
based metric as long as gender-based segmentation and pp. 161-164, April 1994.
clustering was not used. However, when the gender-
based segmentation and clustering was used, this im- [9] R.Dunn, D. Reynolds, and T. Quatieri, "Approaches

provement vanished, and the score-based metric outper- to speaker detection and tracking in conversational

formed the LR metric slightly in the typical NIST oper- speech," Digital Signal Processing, vol. 10, nos. 1-

ating region. Regardless of the metric used in the ag- 3, pp. 93-112, January 2000.

glomerative clustering, the gender-based segmentation [10] D. Reynolds, "Channel robust speaker verification
and clustering improved the perfornance on this task. via feature mapping," in Proc. of the IEEE Interna-
Future research will investigate the use of other metrics tional Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal
in the clustering. Processing (ICASSP), (Hong Kong), April 2003.
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